The imagination of the mind of man is an awesome thing to contem-
plate. Sight comes and goes in it as from an original source, illuminating
life with involuntary light as flashes of lightning light up the landscape.
The Desert seems vast but the seeming is nothing compared to the
reality.
But for the designing of our buildings certain forms abounded. There
were simple characteristic silhouettes to go by, tremendous drifts and
heaps of sunburned desert rocks were nearby to be used. We got it all
together with the landscape—where God is all and man is nought—as a
more permanent extension of 'Ocatilla', the first canvas-topped desert
camp out of Architecture by youthful enthusiasm for posterity to ponder.
Superlatives are exhausting and usually a bore—but we lived, moved,
and had our being in superlatives for years. And we were never bored.
From first to last, hundreds of cords of stone, carloads of cement, car-
loads of redwood, acres of stout white canvas doubled over wood frames
four feet by eight feet. For overhead balconies, terraces, and extended
decks we devised a light canvas-covered redwood framework resting upon
massive stone masonry that belonged to the mountain slopes all around.
On a fair day when the white tops and side flaps were flung open the
desert air and the birds flew clear through. There was a belfry and there
was a big bell. There were gardens. One great prow running out onto the
Mesa overlooking the world, a triangular pool nesting in it—another
garden sequestered for quiet with another plunge-pool with water raining
down from the wall in one corner of it.
There were play-courts for the boys, spacious rooms for them, and there
were pleasant guest-quarters on a wide upper deck overlooking the garden
and the Mesa.
Said the local wise-man, 'No water on that side the valley—waste of
money to try/
But we tried and got wonderful water at 486 feet—85 degrees when
it emerged at the pool. All went forward pretty much as usual, etc.,
etc., only on a less inhibited scale and upon the most marvellous site on
earth.
Our Arizona camp is something one can't describe and just doesn't care
to talk much about.—Something like God in that respect?
And how our boys worked! Talk about hardening up for a soldier. Why,
that bunch of lads could make any soldier look like a stick! They weren't
killing anything either, except a rattlesnake, a tarantula, or a scorpion
now and then as the season grew warmer.
No, they weren't killing anything: stripped to a pair of shorts they were
just getting something born, that's all, but as excited about the birth as
the soldier is in his V's when they come through. More so if my observa-
tion counts.
The reward came.
Olgivanna said the whole opus looked like something we had been
excavating, not building.
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